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Girl Defective*
Howell, Simmone

Lucky Stars 8: The Sleepover Wish
Bright, Phoebe

It's summer in St Kilda. Fifteen-year-old Sky is
looking forward to great records and nefarious
activities with Nancy, her older, wilder friend. Her
brother - Super Agent Gully - is on a mission to
unmask the degenerate who bricked the shop
window. Bill the Patriarch seems content to drink
while the shop slides into bankruptcy. A poster of a
mysterious girl and her connection to Luke, the new
employee sends Sky on an exploration into the dark
heart of the suburb. What begins as a toe-dip into
wilder waters will end up changing the frames of
Sky's existence. Love is strange. Family Rules. In
between there are teenage messes, rock star
spawn, violent fangirls and accidents waiting to
happen. Sky Martin is Girl Defective: funny, real and
dark at the edges.
Pan Australia • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9780330426176

$16.99

Drowning Instinct
Bick, Ilsa

But should she be suspicious of Mr Anderson's
reputation for helping 'damaged' students? Why is
the most popular girl in school suddenly jealous of
her? And where is Mr Anderson's wife?

Quercus • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

$16.99

One Crow Alone
Crockett, S. D.

Macmillan • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9781447236542

$6.99

On Cassie's seventh birthday she made a new
friend, Stella Starkeeper. Stella lives in the sky and
uses the magic of the twinkling stars to make
wishes come true! After passing six tasks Cassie
becomes a Lucky Star - someone who can can
grant wishes, helped by her magical charm bracelet.
But disaster strikes when Cassie's bracelet goes
missing and Stella's powers begin to fade... Cassie
must search for other Lucky Stars who can help her
find the bracelet. But before a Lucky Star is able to
share their magic, Cassie must first make a wish
come true for them. In book nine, 'The Ice Skating
Wish', Cassie meets another Lucky Star called
Yasmin, who is a brilliant ice skater. Cassie and
Yasmin have a great time skating together, but then
Cassie finds out that Yasmin is scared of performing
in front of an audience.
Macmillan • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9781447236566

$6.99

Sammy Feral's Diaries of Weird: Yeti Rescue
Hawken, Eleanor

The long, bitter winters are getting worse, and a
state of emergency has been declared across
Europe. In Poland, the villagers are subject to
frequent power cuts and fuel shortages. After the
death of her grandmother and the evacuation of her
village, fifteen-year-old Magda joins forces with the
arrogant, handsome Ivan and smuggles her way
onto a truck bound for London - where she hopes to
find her mother. But London, when they reach it, is a
nightmarish world, far from welcoming. Riots are
commonplace and the growing chaos is exploited by
criminals and terrorists alike. Magda's mother is not
to be found, and as the lost girl struggles to come to
terms with her changing situation, she eventually
becomes friends with a rag-tag group of travellers
planning a new home and future.
Macmillan • TPB • Children's: General Fiction

9781447230762

In book eight, 'The Sleepover Wish', Cassie meets a
Lucky Star called Hannah, who lives on a farm. The
baby lambs are being born, so Hannah's mum and
dad are too busy to plan a birthday party for her.

Lucky Stars 9: The Ice Skating Wish
Bright, Phoebe and Donnelly, Karen

Jenna is sweet sixteen, the age when a girl is
supposed to find her prince. Instead she finds Mr
Anderson - intelligent, handsome, married Mr
Anderson, who just happens to be her chemistry
teacher. With a dark past and a difficult family,
Jenna is just happy to have someone to protect her,
to worry about her, to love her.

9781780870434

On Cassie's seventh birthday she made a new
friend - Stella Starkeeper. Stella lives in the sky and
uses the magic of the twinkling stars to make
wishes come true! After passing six tasks Cassie
becomes a Lucky Star - someone who can can
grant wishes, helped by her magical charm bracelet.
But disaster strikes when Cassie's bracelet goes
missing and Stella's powers begin to fade... Cassie
must search for other Lucky Stars who can help her
find the bracelet. But before a Lucky Star is able to
share their magic, Cassie must first make a wish
come true for them.

$19.99

Ever since Sammy discovered that there are crazier
animals in the world than just lemurs and lions, his
life has become pretty weird. So when a Mongolian
Death Worm turns up at his zoo, he's not that
surprised. The Death Worm needs help: his best
friend, Bert the Yeti Chief, has gone missing.
Can Sammy summon the Ministry of Yetis and
rescue Bert? He's going to need help from his old
friends Donny and Red, not to mention a very
reluctant Wish Frog…

Quercus • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9781782061892

$12.99

Planesrunner
McDonald, Ian

Princess Mirror-Belle and the Flying Horse
Donaldson, Julia

There is not just one you, there are many yous.
We're part of a multiplicity of universes in parallel
dimensions - and Everett Singh's dad has found a
way in. But he's been kidnapped, and now it is as
though Everett's dad never existed. Yet there is one
clue for his son to follow, a mysterious app: the
Infundibulum.
The app is a map, not just to the Ten Known
Worlds, but to the entire multiverse - and there are
those who want to get their hands on it very badly. If
Everett's going to keep it safe and rescue his dad,
he's going to need friends: like Captain Anastasia
Sixmith, her adopted daughter and the crew of the
airship Everness.

Jo Fletcher Books • P/B (B) • Children's: Science Fiction

9781780876795

$22.99

Smug Pug, The
Wilson, Anna

Illustrator: Monks, Lydia
The third collection of funny and exciting 'Princess
Mirror-Belle' adventures from the much-loved author
of 'The Gruffalo' - perfect for newly independent
readers
Princess Mirror-Belle is back! Once again, magically
mischievous Mirror-Belle comes popping out of
mirrors to sweep Ellen into five hilarious escapades.
Whether she's telling tall stories about her winged
pony, searching for a sea monster's treasure or
turning herself into a most unusual Sleeping Beauty,
Mirror-Belle's magical mayhem is packed with fun!

Macmillan • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9781447224037

$12.99

Julia Donaldson 10-Book Pack*
Donaldson, Julia

Third book in the "Pooch Parlour" series: where
pampered pet salon meets canine detective agency!

Ten fantastic stories by the best-selling author of
'The Gruffalo'

There's a new kid in Crumbly-under-Edge. Smug
the pug is clever, funny and full of surprises. And his
owner, Tallulah Foghorn, is just as fantastic. PIppa
Peppercorn has fallen head over heels for the
devastating duo. Dash the dachshund, on the other
paw, is not sure. He thinks Smug lives up to his
name, and Tallulah is nuttier than one of Mrs
Furdge's fruitcakes…

Includes:
• The Gruffalo
• The Smartest Giant in Town
• A Squash and a Squeeze
• Tyrannosaurus Drip
• The Troll
• One Mole Digging a Hole
• Hippo Has a Hat
• Chocolate Mousse For Greedy Goose
• Rosie's Hat
• One Ted Falls Out of Bed

Macmillan • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9781447200758

$14.99

Princess Mirror-Belle
Donaldson, Julia

9780230748620

$50.00

I Am an Artist!
Altes, Marta

Illustrator: Monks, Lydia

The perfect book for anyone who loves making art and making a mess!

A collection of funny and exciting Princess MirrorBelle adventures from the much-loved author of The
Gruffalo - perfect for newly independent readers
Ellen gets a big shock when her double appears out
of the bathroom mirror. Only Mirror-Belle is a double
with a difference! She is a princess, and a very
mischievous one at that. Whether she's wreaking
havoc in a department store, riding the ghost train at
the fair or seeing off bullies in the playground,
Princess Mirror-Belle is a princess with a purpose to cause as much trouble as possible!

Macmillan • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9781447224020

Macmillan • Pack • Picture Storybooks

$12.99

Princess Mirror-Belle and the Magic Shoes
Donaldson, Julia
Illustrator: Monks, Lydia
The second collection of funny and exciting
'Princess Mirror-Belle' adventures from the muchloved author of 'The Gruffalo' - perfect for newly
independent readers
Ellen still can't believe that the mysterious MirrorBelle is her friend. After all, how can you really
believe in a girl who stares at you out of the mirror
but who isn't your reflection? A girl who claims she
is a princess from a magical, faraway land?

Meet the boy who can't stop creating art! He loves
colours, shapes, textures and EVERYTHING
inspires him: his socks, the contents of the fridge,
even his cat gets a new coat (of paint!). But there's
just one problem: his mum isn't quite so
enthusiastic. In fact, she seems a little cross! But
this boy has a plan to make his mum smile. He's
about to create his finest piece yet and on a very
grand scale...
A sharp, silly, fabulously funny book, which shows
that Art is EVERYWHERE!

Macmillan • H/B • Picture Storybooks

9780230760400

$26.99

Big Bash, The
Kettle, Phil
Series Five is about me, Toocool, and my amazing
adventures with my best mate Spike, my next door
neighbour Wong and of course Marcy.
I hunt treasure as a pirate, I round up horses, I race
jet skis, I play Big Bash cricket and I even get
interviewed by famous journalists!
My name is Toocool, and I'm a legend!

But now mischievous Mirror-Belle is back in five
funny, exciting and charming stories. And she's all
ready to make Ellen's life a right royal muddle!
Macmillan • P/B (B) • Children's: General Fiction

9781447224044

$12.99

ord Street Publishing • P/B (A) • Children's: Adventure and Crime Stori

9781921665783

$9.95

Pirates
Kettle, Phil

Quiz Champs
Halliday, Susan

Series Five is about me, Toocool, and my amazing
adventures with my best mate Spike, my next door
neighbour Wong and of course Marcy.
I hunt treasure as a pirate, I round up horses, I race
jet skis, I play Big Bash cricket and I even get
interviewed by famous journalists!

Marcy, the lead female character from the Toocool
books, now has her own series due to female
student and teacher demand. Marcy has a go at
everything – there is no challenge too large!
Marcy’s positive attitude, self-confidence and candid
humour are contagious. With best friend Bella in
tow, Marcy’s adventures will capture the imagination
of young readers.

My name is Toocool, and I'm a legend!

ord Street Publishing • P/B (A) • Children's: Adventure and Crime Stori

9781921665790

$9.95

Interview, The
Kettle, Phil

ord Street Publishing • P/B (A) • Children's: Adventure and Crime Stori

9781921665721

$9.95

Thirteen Dolphins
Halliday, Susan

Series Five is about me, Toocool, and my amazing
adventures with my best mate Spike, my next door
neighbour Wong and of course Marcy.
I hunt treasure as a pirate, I round up horses, I race
jet skis, I play Big Bash cricket and I even get
interviewed by famous journalists!

Marcy, the lead female character from the Toocool
books, now has her own series due to female
student and teacher demand. Marcy has a go at
everything – there is no challenge too large!
Marcy’s positive attitude, self-confidence and candid
humour are contagious. With best friend Bella in
tow, Marcy’s adventures will capture the imagination
of young readers.

My name is Toocool, and I'm a legend!

ord Street Publishing • P/B (A) • Children's: Adventure and Crime Stori

9781921665806

$9.95

Round 'Em Up
Kettle, Phil

ord Street Publishing • P/B (A) • Children's: Adventure and Crime Stori

9781921665738

$9.95

Lost Dogs
Halliday, Susan

Series Five is about me, Toocool, and my amazing
adventures with my best mate Spike, my next door
neighbour Wong and of course Marcy.
I hunt treasure as a pirate, I round up horses, I race
jet skis, I play Big Bash cricket and I even get
interviewed by famous journalists!

Marcy, the lead female character from the Toocool
books, now has her own series due to female
student and teacher demand. Marcy has a go at
everything – there is no challenge too large!
Marcy’s positive attitude, self-confidence and candid
humour are contagious. With best friend Bella in
tow, Marcy’s adventures will capture the imagination
of young readers.

My name is Toocool, and I'm a legend!

ord Street Publishing • P/B (A) • Children's: Adventure and Crime Stori

9781921665769

$9.95

Race, The
Kettle, Phil

ord Street Publishing • P/B (A) • Children's: Adventure and Crime Stori

9781921665745

$9.95

Award Winners
Halliday, Susan

Series Five is about me, Toocool, and my amazing
adventures with my best mate Spike, my next door
neighbour Wong and of course Marcy.
I hunt treasure as a pirate, I round up horses, I race
jet skis, I play Big Bash cricket and I even get
interviewed by famous journalists!

Marcy, the lead female character from the Toocool
books, now has her own series due to female
student and teacher demand. Marcy has a go at
everything – there is no challenge too large!
Marcy’s positive attitude, self-confidence and candid
humour are contagious. With best friend Bella in
tow, Marcy’s adventures will capture the imagination
of young readers.

My name is Toocool, and I'm a legend!

ord Street Publishing • P/B (A) • Children's: Adventure and Crime Stori

9781921665776

$9.95

ord Street Publishing • P/B (A) • Children's: Adventure and Crime Stori

9781921665752

$9.95

Netball Challenge
Halliday, Susan

My First Buggy Buddy: Patterns
Moon, Jo

Marcy, the lead female character from the Toocool
books, now has her own series due to female
student and teacher demand. Marcy has a go at
everything – there is no challenge too large!
Marcy’s positive attitude, self-confidence and candid
humour are contagious. With best friend Bella in
tow, Marcy’s adventures will capture the imagination
of young readers.

ord Street Publishing • P/B (A) • Children's: Adventure and Crime Stori

9781921665714

$9.95

Marcy Series #2 and Toocool Series #5 Box Set
Halliday, Susan
The characters in the Marcy and Toocool books are
the same, so this set of ten new books (5 x Marcy
and 5 x Toocool) is a great classroom reading set
for female and male students.
Pack includes 1 x each of the following:
9781921665783 Big Bash, The
9781921665790 Pirates
9781921665806 Interview, The
9781921665769 Round 'Em Up
9781921665776 Race, The
9781921665721 Quiz Champs
9781921665738 Thirteen Dolphins
9781921665745 Lost Dogs
9781921665752 Award Winners
9781921665714 Netball Challenge
Ford Street Publishing • Pack • Point Of Sale

9781921665882

$89.95

Knock! Knock! Open The Door
Morgan, Michaela
Knock! Knock! What's that? Open the door... It's a
spotty cat!
Where is that special person Mum and Dad
promised to bring home? There are lots of knocks at
the door as new animal friends come calling, but
none of them are quite who this little toddler is
expecting. She's waiting for someone cuddly like her
friend the polar bear, bouncy like the kangaroo,
AND noisy like the dinosaur. Who can it be?

A soft book with a handy strap!
Cute, cuddly and with crinkly pages to touch and
feel! This first cloth book has a soft strap making it
easy to attach to a cot or buggy but soft enough to
give to your baby. Bright, bold images and simple
learning concepts make this an ideal first book.

Campbell Books • Cloth • Baby Books

9780230766624

$9.99

My First Buggy Buddy: Noises
Moon, Jo
A soft book with a handy strap!
Cute, cuddly and with crinkly pages to touch and
feel! This first cloth book has a soft strap making it
easy to attach to a cot or buggy but soft enough to
give to your baby. Bright, bold images and simple
learning concepts make this an ideal first book.

Campbell Books • Cloth • Baby Books

9780230766617

$9.99

Flip-a-Pic: Animals
Vase, Catherine
Flip the flaps to change the picture!
Flip the flaps and make the picture change in this
fun book of opposites. Children will love making the
colourful chameleon appear and disappear, or
watching the muddy lion turn sparkly clean - but be
careful of the lion's enormous roar!
With sturdy round flaps that can be used again and
again, this bright and chunky board book is perfect
for little hands.

An adorably funny rhyming story with large flaps to
lift and sweet animal illustrations.

Macmillan • P/B • Picture Storybooks

9781447211341

$14.99

Baby Animals Shaped Buggy Book
Campbell, Rod
A gorgeous new buggy book by the creator of 'Dear
Zoo!'
Even very little toddlers will love turning the die-cut
pages of this buggy book and discovering all the
different shapes and sizes of these cute baby
animals. Use the handy strap and clip to attach this
sturdy board book to your buggy and take it with you
wherever you go!

Macmillan • Board • Baby Books

9781447231288

Macmillan • H/B • Picture Storybooks

9780230758988

$9.99

Flip-a-Pic: Faces
Vase, Catherine
Flip the flap to change the picture!
Flip the flaps and make the picture change in this
fun book of opposites. Children will love watching
the faces change from sad to happy or angry to
calm. It's a great way to explore feelings and facial
expressions!
With sturdy round flaps that can be used again and
again, this bright and chunky board book is perfect
for little hands.

Macmillan • H/B • Picture Storybooks

$9.99

9780230758995

$9.99

First 100 Numbers*
First 100 Soft to Touch

Sticker Doodle You*
Sticker Doodle Books

• Soft-to-touch, padded board book which little
hands will love to hold

• An amazingly creative new series of sticker doodle
books with 120 pages of fun and funny doodling
scenes to customize and colour

• Introduces first numbers in a fun and colourful way
• Inside are over 100 photographs and
accompanying text labels to help develop children's
counting skills and build their vocabulary
• Includes simple number exercises such as more
than/less than and sequencing
• Ideal to help children recognise and name both
numbers and everyday objects

• Designed with an innovative combination of
photographic and illustrated content
• Kids will love to create doodles about themselves,
their family, friends and school in 'Sticker Doodle
You'
• Each book includes over 200 stickers to have fun
with
• Shaped cover with a die-cut carry handle

Priddy Books • Board • Early Learning Concepts

9781849158916

$6.99

Words*
Bright Baby Lift-The-Tab

Priddy Books • P/B • Colouring and Activity Books

9781849158756

$6.99

Doll's House*
Lift-The-Flap Tab Books

These new board books take the very best of the
classic Priddy Bright Baby series into a sturdy,
tabbed format.
Using bright, contrasting colours, simple text labels
and vivid pictures, Bright Baby Tab Books
immediately capture children's attention as they are
introduced to words. The tabbed pages help babies
and toddlers to navigate their own way through the
book, and each tab has a clearly placed word and
picture to learn.

• A fun, interactive illustrated board book
• Children will love exploring all the beautiful rooms
as they pay a visit to the Doll's House
• Innovative board book format with easy-to-turn,
tabbed pages
• With fun flaps to lift which reveal hidden pictures in
every room
• Lots for little hands to discover throughout

Priddy Books • Board • Early Learning Concepts

9781849158695

$7.99

Animals*
Bright Baby Lift-The-Tab

Priddy Books • H/B • Picture Storybooks

9781849158664

$8.99

Trucks*
Lift-The-Flap Tab Books

These new board books take the very best of the
classic Priddy Bright Baby series into a sturdy,
tabbed format.
Using bright, contrasting colours, simple text labels
and vivid pictures, Bright Baby Tab Books
immediately capture children's attention as they are
introduced to animals. The tabbed pages help
babies and toddlers to navigate their own way
through the book, and each tab has a clearly placed
word and picture to learn.

• A fun, interactive illustrated board book all about
trucks
• Features diggers, dumpers emergency trucks,
busy town trucks and more!
• Innovative board book format with easy-to-turn,
tabbed pages
• With a fun flap to lift which reveals a hidden picture
on every page
• Lots for little hands to discover throughout

Priddy Books • Board • Early Learning Concepts

9781849158688

$7.99

Sticker Doodle Do*
Sticker Doodle Books

9781849158725

$8.99

Star Paws: Party Time
Macmillan Children's Books

• An amazingly creative new series of sticker doodle
books with 120 pages of fun and funny doodling
scenes to customize and colour
• Designed with an innovative combination of
photographic and illustrated content
• 'Sticker Doodle Do' features a fantasy mix of
rockets, unicorns, aliens and more to inspire
imagination
• Each book includes over 200 stickers to have fun
with
• Shaped cover with a die-cut carry handle

Priddy Books • P/B • Colouring and Activity Books

9781849158763

Priddy Books • H/B • Picture Storybooks

$6.99

It's Animal Dress-Up Sticker Time!
At last! Now you can put a hamster in a top hat, a
cat in a wig, a guinea pig in a ballgown, a rabbit in a
toga - and much much more!
Nobody can resist an adorable animal - and
absolutely nobody can resist an adorable animal in
an outfit. In this brilliant new series, with over 200
stickers in every book, you get to choose the outfits,
anything from a Mexican poncho and a regal gown
to a hi-tech spacesuit!
THE STICKER BOOK SERIES THE WORLD HAS
BEEN WAITING FOR!

Macmillan • P/B • Colouring and Activity Books

9781447233121

$9.99

Star Paws: Pirates
Macmillan Children's Books
It's Animal Dress-Up Sticker Time!
Ahoy there, me hearties! Come and meet the least
darstardly, fluffiest pirate crew in the world! Use your
stickers to dress them in their pirate best, with hats,
peg-legs and bushy beards, and get them ready for
a swashbuckling adventure. But watch out for the
seasick puppies...
Nobody can resist an adorable animal - and
absolutely nobody can resist an adorable animal in
an outfit. In this brilliant new series, with over 200
stickers, you get to choose the outfits and the sillier
the better!
THE STICKER BOOK SERIES THE WORLD HAS
BEEN WAITING FOR!
Macmillan • P/B • Colouring and Activity Books

9781447233145

$9.99

Star Paws: Princesses
Macmillan Children's Books
It's Animal Dress-Up Sticker Time!
You are cordially invited to dress up a whole host of
animal princesses, ready for the Star Paws Royal
Ball. Choose some bold new looks in Rapunzel's
Hair Salon, give the handsome princes their winning
smiles and prepare to kiss some frogs!
Nobody can resist an adorable animal - and
absolutely nobody can resist an adorable animal in
an outfit. In this brilliant new series, with over 200
stickers, you get to choose the outfits and the sillier
the better!
THE STICKER BOOK SERIES THE WORLD HAS
BEEN WAITING FOR!
Macmillan • P/B • Colouring and Activity Books

9781447233138

$9.99

Star Paws: Super Heroes
Macmillan Children's Books
It's Animal Dress-Up Sticker Time!
Meet Fatcat and Bobbin, The Incredible Skunk,
Keith the Wonder Dog and a whole host of
superheroes (and super-villains!). Use your stickers
to dress them in their superhero best, complete with
capes, masks and all sorts of fun disguises!
Nobody can resist an adorable animal - and
absolutely nobody can resist an adorable animal in
an outfit. In this brilliant new series, with over 200
stickers, you get to choose the outfits and the sillier
the better!
THE STICKER BOOK SERIES THE WORLD HAS
BEEN WAITING FOR!
Macmillan • P/B • Colouring and Activity Books

9781447233114

$9.99
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Andy Griffiths Backlist Bin*
Griffiths, Andy & Denton, Terry (illust.)
52-copy dumpbin includes:
2 x 9780330365000
2 x 9780330424158
2 x 9780330421973
2 x 9780330422604
2 x 9780330362924
2 x 9780330360784
2 x 9780330362153
2 x 9780330363686
2 x 9781742610924
2 x 9780330425346
2 x 9780330423533
2 x 9780330361484
2 x 9780330361415
2 x 9780330423892
2 x 9780330424172
2 x 9780330424868
2 x 9780330425186
2 x 9780330425650
2 x 9780330403986
2 x 9780330423014
2 x 9780330364256
5 x 9780330404365
5 x 9781742611273

Bad Book, The
Big Fat Cow that Goes Kapow, The
Bumageddon: The Final Pongflict
Cat on the Mat is Flat, The
Day My Bum Went Psycho, The
Just Annoying!
Just Crazy!
Just Disgusting!
Just Doomed!
Just Macbeth
Just Shocking!
Just Stupid!
Just Tricking!
Treasure Fever!
Pencil of Doom!
Mascot Madness!
Robot Riot!
Very Bad Book, The
What Body Part Is That?
What Bumosaur is That?
Zombie Bums from Uranus
13-Storey Treehouse, The
26-Storey Treehouse, The

The Author
Andy Griffiths and Terry Denton are a creative partnership that
began with 'Just Tricking!' in 1997 and now extends to seven
"JUST" books and more than a million copies sold, the awardwinning 'The Bad Book', the off-the-wall success of 'The Cat On
The Mat Is Flat' and the bestselling 'The Very Bad Book'. They are
now published all over the world including the US where Andy's
BUM books have made the "New York Times" bestseller lists.
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